AMSON (ANSELM ?) MODEL
hop dealer in Hainsfarth since ca 1861, later in Neuburg-on-Donau
born 15 or 26 Feb 1826 Neuburg-on-Donau, died 30 Aug 1890 Augsburg
died on business trip - buried in Augsburg
parents = Salomon Wolf Model + wife Nanette (Genentel) nee Guggenheimer
Nanette Model died 12 Aug 1864 at age 79 in Oettingen - buried in Oettingen
married 08 Oct 1861 in Hainsfarth

MATHILDE OBERMEIER
born 01 Apr 1841 Hainsfarth, died ca 15 April 1924 (lived in Munich by 1905)
parents = teacher Wolf Obermeier + wife Hendle nee Neumark

CHILDREN (01-05 born in Oettingen, 06 born in Neuburg?):

(01) SIGMUND
(born Salomon)
08 Jul 1862 - 31 Dec 1944 (died in Theresienstadt)
  since 1893 owner of "Bankhaus S Model & Cie"
  married 14 Dec 1905 in Munich
  ANNA AUER from Munich (she was Catholic)
  03 Aug 1869 - 25 Sep 1940 (died in Munich)
  parents = master cobbler David Auer +
  wife Anna nee Wirsching
  couple had a son (baptized Catholic in Munich) =
  Artur Wilhelm Model
  19 Aug 1907 - 24 Sep 1999 (died in Munich)
  buried at Bogenhausen cemetery, same grave as mother
  Dr jur since 1932 (studies at Erlangen University)
  soldier during World War II
  since 1945 banker at Bavarian State Bank (Munich)
  later became Vice-President, retired in 1972

(02) ANNA
24 Sep 1864 - 14 Jun 1869 (died in Oettingen)

(03) KLOTHILDE
26 Jun 1866 - ?

(04) ALFRED
07 Dec 1867 - 25 Jan 1943 (died in Theresienstadt)
  since 1892 in Munich, since 1890 estate owner in
  Ahausen near Landau/Isar (still in 1915) and real
  estate trader in Munich until 1915
  married 26 Dec 1889 in Augsburg
  LINA KOBLENZER from Buchau
  27 Jan 1867 - 25 Jul 1942 (died in Theresienstadt)
  parents = Adolf Phillip Koblenzer +
  wife Bertha nee Neuburger
  couple produced 3 children =
  (a) Alfons Anton * 03 Sep 1890 in Ahausen near Landau
  physician in Grabenstaett (Chiemgau)
  married ca 1913
  Marie Roth from ?
  ? - ?
(b) **Kurt Karl** * 01 Feb 1892 in Augsburg
farmer in 1914, later merchant + actor in Augsburg
married ca 1915
* Herta Schlittenbauer nee **Friedländer** from ?
? - ?
parents = ?
couple emigrated in 1946 to Rio de Janeiro
couple had a son (born in Augsburg) =
Walter Model 18 Dec 1915 – 13 Nov 1942
moved to Berlin in 1940, died in Auschwitz

(c) **Irene Mathilde** * 07 Mar 1901 in Munich
married in April 1930
* Dr Werner Schuler from ?
? - ?
parents = ?

(05) **SOPHIE**
22 Oct 1870 - ?

(06) **EMIL**
19 May 1883 - 21 Feb 1896 (student in Munich)